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To all whon?J it may concern: . 1 tached pole-pieces B B' by means of screws C. 
Be it known that I, EDWARD WESTON, of The opposing faces of the pole-pieces B B' are 

Newark, Essex county, New Jersey, have in- concave, so that between said pole-pieces a 
vented a new and useful Improvement in Ap- substantially cylindrical opening is produced. 

5 paratus for the Measurement of Electricity, Extending across the ends of the magnet A 5~ 
of which the follo~ing is a specification. is a bar, D, of brass or other diamagnetic rna-

My apparatus is more particularly designed terial, which is secured to said magnet by 
for the measurement of the strength of elec- bolts or screws E. Attached to the middle 
trical current::> in amperes. Its principle is point of said barD is a rod or pin, F, which 

ro as follows: To organize aml construct an ap- supports a solid cylinder, G, of ii·on or other 6o 
paratus wherein the current to be measured in magnetic material. This cylinder is coucen
circulating through a coil or loop in the cir- trically disposed with reference to the cylin
cuit, which coil is supported so as to be free drical space between the pole-pieces B B'. It 
to move in a uniform magnetic field, shall cause is, however, both shorter and of less diameter 

IS a movement of said coil due to the resultant than said cylindrical space, so that there is a 65 
effect thereupon of the said current and the free space at both its extremities, and an an
magnet- poles; to oppose to the motion of nular interval between its periphery and the 
said coil so produced a uniform resilient re- concave faces of pole-pieces B B'. 
sistance, so that the extent of movement of said H is a hollow coil of insulated wire, which 

2o coil shall be directly proportional, or v.ery incloses a frame, I, of copper or other dia- 70 
nearly so, to the strength of the actuating-cur- magnetic metal, and is itself inclosed in a 
rent, and to indicate the said strength in frame, J, of similar material, as shown in Fig. 
amperes upon a suitable scale; also, to prevent 4. The copper frame J is thicker than the 
undue oscillation of the coil by combining copper frame I. Each side or face of the coil 

2 5 therewith a mass of diamagnetic metal to is covered with a plate of copper, one of which 7 5 
which an "intense magnetic field acts as a re· is shown broken away at H'. The whole coil 
tarding medium, thereby producing a .mag- H is t.herefore inclosed on all sides in an en
uetic dash pot or brake, and to combine such velope of diamagnetic metal. . 
diamagnetic mass with the said coil in such a K K' are pivot-pins of metal, fixed to metal 

30 way as to enable said mass to act to the maxi- plates L I/. The plates L L' are secured to op- SJ 
mum magnetic and mechanical advantage in posite ends of the frame J, as.shown, by any 
checking said oscillation. . insulating cement, or a layer of insulating ma-

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is terial may be inserted between said plates and 
a plan view of my new measuring-instrument the metal frame J, and the said plates may be 

35 with a portion of the scale-plate broken away. bound to the coil by wrappings, M, of silk s5 
Fig. 2 is a section on the line x x of Fig. 1. thread. In fact, any mode of connecting the 
Fig. 3 is a partial section on the same line on plates L L' and frame J may be adopted which 
a larger scale than Fig. 2. Fig. 4 is a perspec- shall not result in said frame forming a short 
tive view of the coil separately. Fig. 5 is a. circuit between said plates. One end of the 

40 view of the inner side of one of the bridges wire composing the coil H connects to the plate 90 
0 0'. Fig. 6 is a diagram illnstratingtherela: L,and the other end of said wire to the plate L'. 
tive polarities of the coil H and magnet-poles At the ends of the pole-pieces B B' are formed 
B B'. Fig. 7 is a diagram showing the circuits recesses a, the shoulders b of which conform 
in the instrument. to the truly circular curve of the concave por-

45 Similar letters of reference indicate like tions of said pole-pieces. 0 and 0' are two 95 
parts. precisely·similar bridges having a central ele-

A is a permanent magnet, which is here vatedportion and flanged edgesP. · The curve 
shown as having a circular body, A', and polar of the outer periphery of the flanges Pis truly 
extremities with their inner faces relatively circular. The flanges P enter the recesses a. 

50 flat and parallel. To said inner facesare at- Therefore the peripheries of said flanges cor- xoo 
• 
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respond to and exactly fit against the curved I rings Y Y', which rings carry arms ;; Z'. On 
inner shoulders, b, of the recesses a; bnt the each arm arc pins c c', Fig. 5, between which 
curve of the shoulders b and recesses a corrc- pins the coiled spring is received, as shown 
spond to the truly circular concavity in the I best in Fig. 3. 'l'hc rings Y Y' are a close fit 70 

5 faces of the pole-pieces B B'. Therefore it is upon the sleeves R, but may be tmned on said 
necessary simply to adjust the flanges P of the sleeves. In this way the arms ;; Z' may be 
bridges 0 0' in the recesses a, as described, to I operated as moving abutments for said springs, 
bring the central points of the two bridges 0 and may be adjusted so as to lengthen or 
0' and the longitudinal axes of the fixed cyl- shorten the active part of said springs by si m- 7 5 

10 imler G in a straight line. At the central ply moving them to the right or left at will. 
points of the bridges 0 0' are fixed sleeves R, To the pivot-pinK is seen red a light needle, 
which receive jewels Q, in which jewels the d, which extends over a plate, l, upon which 
conical ends of the pivot-pins K' K' are re- I is inscribed a scale of rrgular divisions. 
ceivcd, and in which said pins freely tnru. Directly in front of the polar extremities of So 

IS The fixed cylinder G then is supported in the magnet A is a bar, g,of iron or other magnetic 
hollow space inside of the inner frame, I, and material, which, by means of the adjusting
the coil II, with ita fmmes,surrouuds said cyl- screw h, may be moved at will nearer to or 
inder and turns in the annular space between farther from said extremities of the magnet. 
the cylinder periphery and the pole-piccesB R'. In the case c of the instrument I arrange a se- 85 

20 The advantage of the particular construe- ries of resistance-coils, asf/'/", constructed 
tiou above set forth lies in the great case with to offer different resistance to the passage of 
which it allows of exactly centering the coil II, a current through them. 'l'hc three coils here 
for, as I have shown, when the bridge-flanges shown, for example, may have resistances,re-
p meet the curved shoulders 71 of the recesses spectively, of ten, one hundred, and one go 

25 a the central points of the two bridges 0 0', t.housand ohms. The coils are connected to 
and hence the pivot-bearings there located, plates::: :f z" at one end, and their opposite 
come directly opposite each other, and in pro- terminals are united and connected to a plate, 
longation of the longitudinal axis of cylinder :::"'. Electrical connection between the plates 
G, so that the constructor has merely to see ::: z' z" may be established with a plate, a', by 95 

30 that his recess-shoulders a and flange-edges P the insertion of nwtal plugs in the openingsj 
arc truly circular, and that the pivot-bearings .i' j". By suitably inserting plugs the current 
are centrally located in the bridges 0 0', to be may be caused to traverse any coil or coils. 
assured that the parts will come together when l n Fig. 1 the three resistance-coils ff' f" 
assembled with t.he pivot-bearings truly cen- are represented iu multiple-arc relation in the 1co 

35 tered. It follows, also, that for all instruments shunt-circuit between posts l and 2. In the 
of a certain size the parts may thus be made diagram Fig. 7 they arc indicated in series 
interchangeable and produced by milling or in the same circuit. In the latter case the 
other machinery for automatically making ex- arrangement is similar to that well known in 
act reproductions-a result which, as is well resistance-boxes, each coil having its own res 

1-0 known, materially reduces the cost of manu- plug, which on removal causes the current to 
facture. traverse the coil. Either of the above ar-

The flanges P, as here shown, rest in circular raugements of the resistance-coils may be em
recesses a, made in blocks of insulating mate- ployed. I prefer that illustrated in Fig. 1. 
rial T, which are applied to the edges of the The main circuit in the instrument proceeds 110 

45 pole-pieces instead of in similar recesses as follows: From the binding-post1on the base
formed in the edges of the pole-pieces them- board to bridge 0, arm Z, spring V, ring U, 
selves. This is simply an incident of the par- pinK, plate L, coil II, plate L', pinK', ring U', 
ticular construction here shown due to the spring V', arm Z', bridge 0', and binding-post 
lead of the circuitchosen. It should of course 2. The rcsistance-coilsff'/" are in multiple , IS 

so be understood that I may dispense with the arc with the main circuit traced above as fol
blocks T and form the recesses ct, as first de- lows: By wire 7c from binding-post 1 to plate 
scribed, directly in the pole-pieces B B', and a', through the plates z z' :::",or either of them, 
if it be desired to insulate the bridges 0 O',or to the resistance-coils ff' f", or eHherof them, 
either of them, from said pole-pieces I may and thence to plate z'", to wire lc', and so to r 2c 

55 accomplish that result in auy other of the binding-post 2. 
known methods which will readily occur to I will now describe the operation of the in
electrical workmen an<l others skilled in the strument. The coil II is an assemblage of 
art. parallel loops in the circuit. 'l'he whole space 

Surrounding the pivot-pins K K' are tight occupied by a loop when a current traverses r 25 
Go washers or rings U U', to which rings are fast- the wire behaves, as is well known, like a mag

cued the inner ends of coiled springs V V'. netic shell-that is, as if the loop and inclosed 
The outer ends of springs V V' are held in space were simply a magnet in slab form, one 
arms \V, which are secured to the insulating- face of the magnet exhibiting north and the 
blocks T. other face south polarity. Thus in Fig. 4 the 13c 

65 The sleeves R extend beyond the inner faces face turned toward the observer and compris-
of the bridges 0 0', and receive upon them ing all that area included within the frame J 
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might be of one polarity, while the face turned same direction, so that the coil will finally as
from the observer, and likewise included with- sume a position at an angle of ninety degrees 
in said frame, might be of the other polarity. from its origirral position, as indicated by the 
Now, the polarity of either face of the coil dotted lines in Fig. 6. If no resistance what- 70 

5 will depend upon the direction of the ·current ever were opposed to the movement of the 
circulating in the coil, so that, for example, if coil, then, theoretically, any current which 
the cm·ient circulated through the coil from would polarize it, as above described, would 
pin K to pin K' the face turned to the ob- canse it to travel from one extreme limit of its 
server in Fig. 4 might show north polarity, path to the other; but if to the motion of the 7 5 

ro while if the current moved from pinK' to pin coil a constant resistance is opposed always di- . 
K that same face might show south polarity. rectly proportional, or nearly so, to the ex-
If, then, the coil H is placed in proximity to tent of its t.ravel, then the coil will move only 
a magnet, it will act when the current is trav- to a point at which equilibrium exists between 
ersiug it with reference to that magnet just as the force which moves it and the force which So 

15 any either magnet would act-that' is, if the opposes its motion. Now, the force which 
face of the coil in proximity to a given pole of tends to move the coil is due to the current 
the magnet is of like polarity the poles of the which passes through it, and the magnitude of 
magnet and face of the coil will mutually repel; this force depends upon the· strength of the 
and equally, if the face of the coil and pole of magnet-poles, upon the length of wire in the. Ss 

20 the magnet be of unlike polarity, they will coil, and upon the strength of the current. 
mutually attract. If, however, the magnet be The magnet A being a permanent magnet and 
fixed and immovable and the coil be freely the field of force between its poles being con
suspended and movable, then the coil alone centrated and exceedingly intense, the strength 
will be attracted to or repelled from the mag- of this field may be regarded as constant. So, go 

25 net-pole, as the case may be. also, the length of wire in the coil is constant. 
Referring now to the permanent magnet A, Consequently the magnitude of the moving 

it will be observed that I have so arranged that force is directly proportional to the current 
magnet and its pole-pieces B B' as to prod nee strength. The opposing force to the move-
a very intense field of force in the cylindrical lment of the coil is the resiliency of the coiled 95 

30 space between said pole-pieces. I have also springs VV', which are wound up, so to speak, 
placed in the center of this field a mass of in- as the coil turns. This resistance is also a con
ductive metal, the cylinder G, which acts to stant force and directly proportional to the 
draw tl1e lines of force into itself; or, in other extent of movement of the coil. Therefore the 
words, to prevent their diverging or straying only variable force will be that of the strength reo 

35 into regions outside of the intense limited field, of the current, and the extent of movement of 
which is desired. In this field I delicately the coil will measure this strength, because the 
poise the coil H, so that it is free to vibrate on coil will come to rest at a point where the.re-
its pivot-pins K K', but not completely to ro- sistance of the spring and the moving force of 
tate, for the pin F, which supports the cylin- thecilrrentbalance. Thisextentofmovement ros 

4c der G, will of course prevent complete rota- is conveniently shown by the traverse of the 
tion of the coil around the cylinder. needled, attached to the coil-pivot Kover the 

Now, suppose that the coil be so adjusted in graduated scale, which scale may be uniformly 
the field that its normal position is that repre- divided into regular interva-ls, because, as al
sented in Fig. 1, dotted lines, or in Fig. 6, full readyst.ated, for twice the current strength the r ro 

45 lines, when no current is flowing. Suppose, coil will move over double the distance, and so 
further, that the left-hand pole-piece, B, be oi I on proportionally to the limit of its possible 
north polarity and the right-hand pole-piece, travel. 
B', be of south polarity. Suppose, also, that I design this instrument for the measure-
the current circulating in the coil move in such ment of current strength, and its organization r rs 

so direction that the face of the coil opposite the and· construction are such that it may be con
north-pole piece be of south polarity and the nected and left in circuit with the dynamo or 
face of the coil opposite the south-pole piece other generator. 'l'o this end I provWe the 
be of north polarity, as indicated by the letters I shunt-circuit, which includes the resistance-
S N in Fig~ 6. The result will be that the north coils f f' j", through which circuit ·and the 120 · 

55 pole of the permanent magnet will att.ract the main circuit through the coil H the current 
south side of the coil and the south pole of the divides. The known resistance in the shunt 
magnetthenorthsideofthecoil, and theattrac- is to be low comp~tred with the resistance of 
tion of the two poles will act as a couple, tend- the coil-circuit, so that the greater part of the 
ing to tum the coil on its pivots in the direc- current may flow through the resistance-coils 125 

6o tion of the arrow, Fig. 6, until the coil bas and the less part through the coil H. The 
traversed halfits path, or an angle of forty-five proportion of the total current passing through 
degrees. Then the north side of the coil will be the coil H is to be such as will not be sufficient 
opposed to the north pole of the magnet and to endanger the coil or other parts of the in-
the south side of tlie coil to the southpole of I strumentincircuitifcontinnouslymaintained, 130 

6,1 the magnet, and repulsion will follow, which, j and the strength of this part of the current 
however, will tend to move the coil still in the will be directly indicated by the position of 
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the needle on the graduated. scale. In order 
to find. the strength of t,he whole current, it, is 
necessary simply to multiply the ampere 
strength indicated by the needle by the multi-

5 plying power of the sllunt. 'l'hus, if, for ex
ample, the main circuit resistance through the 
coil II is one lmnured ohms, and the shunt
resistance ten ohms, tlle multiplying power of 

. 10 ..L 100 
10 

the shunt vnll be --
1
'-o-- = 11. If under 

these conditions the needle points to the di
vision 10 on the scale, the total strength of the 
current traversing the instrument will be one 
hundred :mu ten amperes. 

1:; It will be apparent that the sole factor which 
operates to move the neetlle is currentstrcngth, 
aml that I simply weigh this current streng;tll 
against the constant resilient resistance offered 
by the springs. If the current strength is 

2 .) greater, the coil will move a greater distance, 
and so cow press the spring more before a bal
:UJce is reached. If it be less, tllen the eoil will 
move a less distance, and so compress the spring 
less before equilibrium results. By means ot· 

25 a shnnt·circnitof known resistance I can canso 
a fractional current of knowu percentage to 
pass tllrough tile moving coil, so that I can pro
d nee relati vcly as great deflections oft be needle 
in t.he measurement of currents of low strength 

.30 as in that of currents of high strength, them n l
ti plying-power ofthesh un t, only being chnn2,"ed. 
Of course the resistances in the shunt-circuit of 
any given instrument must be selecte<l in ac
con1anee with the eapabilitics whiL·h it is de-

35 sired that the apparatus shall possess with 
reference to the maximum streugth measured. 
Thus, if, for example, witil t\10 wllole eurrent 
diverted tluough the coil H, the needle will 
traverse the entire seale nuder a strength of 

40 ten amperes, it Iollows that for the measure
ment of currents of greater strength the resist
ances must be proportioned so as to permit a 
current, or, rather, a fractional part oftl10 w!JOle 
current not in excess of ten amperes, to trav-

45 erse the coil. If, then, with three resistauee
coils, respectively of ten, one humlred, aml 
one thousand ohms, and an instrument-resist
ance of .one hundred olnns, in which case the 
multiplying- powers of the shunt would he 

so eleven, twenty, an<l one hundred and ten, it 
will be evident that a needle dei!ection of ten 
degrees on a scale of one hundred divisions 
will represent one ampere, eleven amperes, 
twent,y amperes, or one hundred and ten am-

55 peres. · 
It will be obYious that inasmuch as onlv a 

fraction of the current is under ordinary con
ditions allowed to pass through the coil H 
the instrument may be left in circuit with the 

6, generator without danger. 
I lmve already stated that the strength of 

the field of the permanent magnet is a factor in 
determining the ini!uenee of the current upon 
coil H, and that this is practically a constant. 

65 In order, h;nvever, to secure a means of alter
ing the strength of this field, I proyide the 

movable bar or keeper g, which, as has been 
stated, may be advanced nearer to or farther 
from the poles of the magnet l>y the a<ljusting
screw \V. \Vhen the bar g is brought near to 7c 
the field, a number of tlle lines of force will 
How into said bar and out of the space l>etween 
the magnet-poles, so weakening the field.. 
Conversely, when the bar is retracted, less lines 
of force will tlow into it, and hence the field 7 5 
will be stronger by the accession thereto of 
these lines of foree. It is also desirable to 
provide a means of adjusting the resiliency of 
the springs V V', so as to be able to set with 
reference to the scale the points of equilibrium So 
of current and springs. This I accomplish by 
the moYable arms Z Z', wbich,as I have stated, 
when moved in one direction, shorten the 
springs and in the other direction lengthen 
them-in one case reducing in tile other in- 85 
creasing the elasticity of said springs, and 
hence modifying their resistance to the move
ment of coil H. 

Heferring now particularly to tile coil H, it 
has alreadv been stated that said coil is whollv 90 
inclosed in an envelope of copper or other di:i
magnetic metal, the parts of said envelope 
l>eing the onter frame, ,J, inner frame, I, and 
side plates, H'. The entire envelope may be 
made of a si nglc piece of copper without joints 95 
l>y electro-deposition. A eoil having an en-
n lupe thus made forms the subject-matter of 
another applicat,ion for Lettc·rs Patent, filed 
by me April !.l, lSSS, and serially numbered 
270,0!.l3. 't'he longitn<linal faces of the frame reo 
J are rounded or convex, so as to conform to 
the curve of the concavities in the pole-pieces 
B B', and the similar faces of the frame I are 
rounded or concave, so as to confonn to the 
curve of the cylinder G. It will also l>e ob- ros 
servell from Fig. 4 that the frame ,J is made 
thieker thau the frallle I. The object of this 
eonstrnction is as follows: It is a well-known 
fact that when a body of diamagnetic metal
snell as copper-issuspenued between the poles r ro 
of a powerful magnet it finds in the field of 
fon·e a powcrfnl resisting medium, which op
poses any motion of the metallic mass and 
speedily brings it to rest. I propose to util-
ize this phenomenon in order to prevent un- r r 5 
due oscillation of the coil H, which, as al
ready explained, is inclosed in and so has 
rigidly connected to it a mass of copper; 
or, in other words, to render the instrument 
"dead beat," the needle simply moving to the 120 

point on the scale corresponding to the number 
of volts electro-motive force of the current and 
remaining there. The moving mass of copper 
in the strong magnetic field acts very much 
like the moving piston in the mechanical 125 

dash-pot containing water, oil, or glycerine; 
and, in fact, I may term the device a magnetic 
or electrical "dash-pot." In order to secure 
more effective results, I distribute the mass of 
eopper in greatest proportion in the thick 130 

outer .frame,J, which, being nearest to the poles 
of the permanent magnet, is necessarily in the j 
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strougerst part of the field. So, also, said frame or loop form supported and vibrating in the 
is farthest from the center of motion of the field of force of said magnet, a resilient body 
coil, and hence any retarding force there ap-. interposed between said coil and an abutment, 40 

· plied exercises the greatest possible leverage and a variable electrical resistance in multiple-
S upon the coil. In practice I make the dimen- arc circuit with the terminals of said coil, sub

sions of the frame J such that it will just clear stantially as described. 
the faces of the pole-pieces B B' and the eli- 3. A magnet, an electrical conductor in coil 
mensions of the frame I, so that it will just. or loop form supported and vibrating in the 45 
clear the periphery of the cylinder G. The field of force of said magnet, a resilient body 

ro result is that the coil-cylinder and magnet- interposed between said coil and an abutment, 
poles so closely approximate that I have sub- and in multiple-arc circuit with the terminals 
stantially a closed magnetic circuit between of said coil a body of less electrical resistance 
the magnet-poles at all times, coil and cylin- thanthatofsaidcoil,substantiallyasdescribed. so 
der, in fact, becoming a keeper or armature 4. A magnet, an electrical conductor in coil 

15 for the magnet always in place and serving I or loop form supported and vibrating in the 
the purpose of preventing loss of strength of field of force of said magneti, a resilient body 
the magnet and of keeping its energy in con- interposed between said coil and an abutment, 
stant activity. The coil H and diamagnetic and two or more bodies of different electrical 55 
metal united thereto being in the field of a resistances disposed in multiple-arc circuit 

20 permanent magnet is in a field everwhere uni- with the terminals of said coil, substantially 
form; hence the ·dampening effect of the cop- as described. 
per is the same in all positions of the coil. It 5. The combination, with the case e, perma-

. will also be noted that the coil turns wholly I nent magnet A, having inwardly-rounded or 6o 
within the circle partly completed by the con- concave opposite polar faces, bridge-pieces 0 

25 cave faces of the pole- pieces; hence in all O'; coil H, having its axis K K' entering bear
positions of the coil the whole of it is in the I ings in said bridge-pieces, coiled spring V,con
field, no portion. extending into the adjacent nectcd to said axis of said coil and to an abut-
space. mcnt, vV, the said coil being in main circuit, of 65 

· I claim- a circuit in multiple arc with the terminals of · 
30 1. A magnet, an electrical cmuluctor in coil said coil, including resistances, as f f' j",and 

or loop form supported and vibrating in the arranged in the case e, substantially as de
field of force of said magnet, a resilient body scribed. 
interposed between said coil and an abutment, 
and an electrical resistance in multiple- arc 

35 circuit with the terminals of said coil, sub
stantially as described. 

2. A magnet, an electrical conductor in coil 1 
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